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The NCEA’s advice: what it entails  
The Netherlands Commission for Environmental 
Assessment (NCEA) prepares mandatory and voluntary 
advisory reports for government (national, provincial and 
local) on the scope and quality of environmental impact 
reports. 
 
Who does the NCEA advise? 
The NCEA advises ‘the competent authority’:  the 
authority for which the environmental assessment (EA) 
report has been prepared and which must make a 
planning decision based on that report. Who the 
competent authority is in each case, depends on the kind 
of decision to be taken. For example, in the case of an 
SEA for a local land-use plan, the competent authority is 
the municipal council. But in the case of an SEA for a 
provincial structure vision, the competent authority is the 
States Deputed (provincial authority). Only the competent 
authorities can request that the NCEA prepare an official 
advisory report. However, anyone may approach the NCEA 
with questions about the environmental assessment 
procedure in practice or on case experience. Questions 
about the legal requirements for environmental 
assessment can be put to the environmental knowledge 
centre of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment 
nfomil). (I

 
Types of advisory report 
A competent authority can request an advisory report 
from the NCEA at various points during the EA process.  
Whether such a report is mandatory or voluntary depends 
on whether a simplified or full procedure is applicable.   
 simplified procedure: EIA for (relatively) simple permits;  
 full procedure: EIA for complex decisions and SEA for 

plans and programmes.  

 
Note that ‘simplified’ does not necessarily stand for 
‘easy’. For EIA the type of permit determines whether the 
simplified or the full procedure applies. EIA for complex 
decisions, all projects which require an appropriate 
assessment on the basis of the Dutch Nature 
Conservation Act and all projects in which a government 

body is proponent (e.g. expansion airport, projects 
concerning the infrastructure, housing programmes) the 

ll procedure is required. fu
 
Voluntary advisory report 
The added value 
A voluntary advisory report on scoping:  
 establishes the content of the EA report and on one 

hand prevents important issues being overlooked and 
on the other ensures that no unnecessary research is 
being done in the assessment;  

 makes clear in advance which aspects of the EA report 
the NCEA will review;  

 provides information on relevant scientific and 
legislative developments. 

 
A voluntary advisory review: 
 gives an impartial judgment of controversial projects;  
 increases the report’s value as a basis for decision-

making;  
 reduces the likelihood of legal challenges to the 

decision. 
 
The NCEA’s advice is always prepared by a working group 
of experts. A working group is set up especially for each 
advisory report, and the members represent those 
disciplines relevant to the assessment that the working 
group is advising on.   
 
Supplementing an EA report 
If the NCEA’s review of an EA report reveals that 
information crucial for making the planning decision is 
missing, it sends a provisional advisory report to the 
competent authority saying so.  There are then two 
options: 
 The NCEA issues the advisory report within the usual 

time limit. The report will than state that crucial 
information for making planning decisions is missing. 

 Or, the competent authority requests the NCEA to 
postpone its recommendations, to give the proponent 
time to supplement the EA report. The NCEA may 
postpone its recommendations for a maximum of six 
weeks. To guarantee transparency the provisional 
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advisory report is posted on the NCEA website in the 
meantime. If the supplementary material is not supplied 
within the agreed period, the NCEA formally issues its 
advisory report.  If the material is provided in time, the 
NCEA assesses whether this information, together with 
the original EA report, now contains all the inform
essential for the decision-making. The NCEA’s 
conclusions are subsequently published in her advisory 

ation 

report, which overrides the provisional advisory report.  

 and so advice on a EA 
pplement is always voluntary. 
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submissions, but about three weeks is usually sufficient.  

 
There are no statutory provisions for the supplementary 
material or its review by the NCEA
su

 

How the
Deadlines 
Under Dutch law, the time allowed for the NCEA to 
prepare a mandatory advisory report is, in principle, six 
weeks, calculated from the date tha
a
 
There is no statutory period for a voluntary advisory 
report. The competent authority and the secretary of the 
working group agree on a deadline, taking into account  
the competent authority’s project planning and whethe
or not public submissions are to be considered in the
NCEA’s advice. The NCEA strives to meet a si
d
 
The stepwise procedure  
1. Once the date on which the EA report will be 

available for public inspection is known, the NCEA 
should be informed that the project is imminent.

2. Sufficient copies of the documentation must be 
lodged with the NCEA no later than one day befor
the EIA or SEA report is pu

3. In the case of voluntary advice, before the EIA/SE
report or scoping note are publicly available the
NCEA must have received notification from the 
Ministry of Inf
of payment.  

4. The NCEA secretariat sets up a working group 
comprisin
experts.  

5. The secretary to the working group establishes 
agreements with the competent authority on whether 
(and if so, when) the working group will visit the site 
and when the
take place.  

6. If the planning proposal is new to the
working group should visit the site.  

7. Approximately one week before the deadline for the 
advisory report the NCEA sends the draft report, a
invites the competent authority to meet with the 
working group. This meeting is not intended to 
negotiate the report’s wording but solely to 
any ambiguities or misunderstandings.   

8. The advisory report (revised if necessary) is issued 
subsequent to the meeting and thenceforth can be 
downloaded from the NCEA website. The competen
authority

 
Submissions by the public   
In the case of both voluntary and mandatory advisory 
reports the competent authority may request the NCEA to
take account of submissions by the public in its advi
This is particularly useful if the proposed project is 
controversial, as then local information from those 
involved and also proposed alternatives are evaluated 
objectively and impartially. The consideration of such 
submissions is not an optional extra and so no extra fee
is involved. However, the NCEA will need more time to 
examine submitted comments, as they may result in new 
information being given to the working group after th
deadline for submissions has passed. The extra t
required depends on the anticipated number of 

Cost for a voluntary advisory report  
The Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment will 
request a contribution of €5000 towards its costs an
will collect the payment. This

d 
 applies to all types of 

 by the competent 
authority – not by the proponent.  

voluntary advisory reports.  
NB: The money must be transferred

The site visit 
The NCEA’s working group usually undertakes a site 
visit to the project or plan area. Such a site visit is not 
a statutorily required part of the EA procedure,  but it 
is an excellent moment for the NCEA’s working group 
to obtain a good picture of the proposal, the plan area
and the relevant environmental aspects. The site visit 
is also used for consultation with the proponent a
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The site visit is organised by the proponent and/o
the competent authority, in consultation with the 
NCEA. During the site visit the entire NCEA working 
group is present. It is also desirable for experts a
government official to be present, as well as the 
government employee handling the application, as 
then the delib
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